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― Federal loan programs for small businesses.
― Requirements for loan forgiveness under federal
programs.
― Recap of FFCRA
― Q&A

CARES Act

“Paycheck Protection Program”
(“PPP”) under the CARES Act
The PPP expands the scope of small businesses eligible to
apply for government-backed loans to be used for payroll
and other short-term operating expenses.

Purpose of PPP
The PPP is structured in a way that is intended to
incentivize companies to continue to pay their employees
and to hire back any employees that have been laid off.

Highlights of PPP
— Small businesses which employ not more than 500 employees are
eligible to apply.
— Employee includes “individuals employed on a full-time, part-time,
or other basis.”
— Borrowers may be eligible for complete forgiveness of the entire
principal amount of the loan

— Forgiveness amount is not taxable income
— Forgiveness is subject to maintaining certain employment and
wage figures through June 30, 2020.

Affiliate?

Certain
businesses may
find that they are
ineligible for SBA
funding due to
the broad
definition of
“affiliate.”

— The number of employees of a small business
includes all individuals, regardless of full-time,
part-time, or other status
— Affiliates are included in determining the number
of employees
— Affiliation is defined broadly and generally means
the “power to control, whether exercised or not”
— Often, this is when an entity or person has 50
percent (50%) or more ownership in the business,
though some exceptions for smaller percentage
ownership can apply

Loans will be administered through
SBA approved lenders

Loan Amount
— 2.5 times the average total monthly
payments for “payroll costs” incurred
during the 1 year period prior to the
date on which the loan is made.
— In other words, approximately 2 and
½ months of payroll costs.
— Capped at $10,000,000.00

“Payroll costs”
“Payroll costs” includes any compensation paid to employees*
that is: (1) Salary, wage, commission or other similar
compensation; (2) Cash tips or equivalent; (3) Vacation,
parental, family, medical or sick leave; (4) Allowance for
dismissal or separation; (5) Health care benefits including
insurance premiums; (6) Payment of retirement benefits; (7)
State or local tax assessed on the compensation of employees;
or (8) Payments of any compensation to or income of a sole
proprietor or independent contractor that is a wage,
commission, income, net earnings from self-employment, or
similar compensation (not more than $100,000 per year).
* Employee salaries are capped at $100,000 for this purpose.

Allowable uses for loan proceeds
— Payroll costs
— Costs related to health care benefits

— Employee salaries, commissions, compensations
— Payments of interest on any mortgage obligation
— Rent

— Utilities
— Interest on any other debt obligations that were
incurred prior to February 15, 2020

Borrower requirements
Borrowers are required to certify
in good-faith that
— Economic conditions make the loan
necessary
— Funds will be used to retain workers
or other approved purposes

— The borrower has no pending
duplicative application
— The borrower has not received
federal SBA funds from 2/15/20 – 12/
31/2020 for the same purpose

Less Restrictions

No personal guarantee or
collateral is required (unlike
traditional SBA loans)

Borrowers are no longer
required to certify that they
are unable to access credit
elsewhere

There can be no recourse
against individuals unless
the loan is used for an
unauthorized purpose

Loan forgiveness
— “Covered Period” = 8 weeks from the date of
origination of the covered loan
— A borrower shall be eligible for forgiveness of
indebtedness on a covered loan equal to the costs
incurred during the covered period for
• “Payroll costs” (as previously defined)

• Rent (under leases entered prior to 2/15/20)
• Utilities (for service plans entered prior to 2/15/20)
• Mortgage interest for real or personal property
(incurred before 2/15/20)

• loan forgiveness is 8 weeks from date of origination
of the loan and this includes rent

Loan forgiveness
— Due to likely high subscription, it is anticipated that
not more than 25% of the forgiven amount may be
for non-payroll costs.

— Loan forgiveness amount may not exceed principal
amount of the loan (i.e., interest payments on the
PPP loan are not forgiven and remain tax
deductible by borrower)
• Interest on loan is .5%
• Any amount not forgiven remains guaranteed by SBA as
with other SBA loans

— Principal amount forgiven is not considered
taxable income (i.e., normal cancellation of debt
income rules are not applicable; the forgiveness
amount is not taxable)

Loan forgiveness – Potential Reduction
If a company terminates employees or reduces employee
salaries, the loan forgiveness amount may be reduced.
— Reduction in FTEs: Forgiveness amount multiplied by ((Avg.
number of monthly FTEs during covered period) divided by (either
(1) monthly FTEs from 2/1/19-6/30/19 or (2) 1/1/20 – 2/29/20) at
the borrower’s election).
— Reduction in employee* salaries: The forgiveness amount may be
reduced by “the amount of any reduction in the total salary or
wages” for employees during the covered period that was in excess
of 25% of the total salary or wages of the employee during the most
recent full quarter. (Q1 for most companies)
• *Employees = those making less than 100k

Loan Forgiveness Reduction –
Example
— Assume the loan forgiveness amount for the covered period is
$10,000.
— Average monthly employees during the “covered period” (8 weeks
after loan origination) = 5
— Average monthly employees from 2/1/19-6/30/19 = 10
— The loan forgiveness amount would be multiplied by 5/10, resulting
in $5,000, or a reduction of 50%

$10,000 x 5/10 = 50% reduction

Exemption for re-hires
— Loan forgiveness shall be determined without
regard to reduction in FTEs or reduction in
employee salaries so long as the employer
eliminates the reduction by June 30, 2020.
— In other words, there is a cure-period which
permits the employer to hire back laid-off
employees and the loan forgiveness amount will
not be reduced.
— The purpose of PPP is to encourage employers to
keep paying their workers and to hire back any laid
off workers.

Deferment
Lenders are required to defer all loan
payments for 6 months to one year.

Balance of loan not forgiven

— The amount of the
loan not forgiven
shall be on a 2
year maturity at
.5% interest.
— No pre-payment
penalties

SBA's Economic Injury
Disaster Loan

Small Business Eligibility

A business must
meet the
following criteria
in order to be
considered a
“small business”
by the SBA and
thus be eligible
for a loan:

— EIDL loans are subject to more limitations and
have different criteria than PPP loans.
— For-profit business of any legal structure
(private nonprofits are also eligible for disaster
loans, although they may not be considered a
“small business” for other SBA programs)

— Independently owned and operated
— Not be nationally dominant in its field
— Physically located and operate in the U.S. or its
territories

Disaster Assistance
Qualifying small businesses in designated
disaster areas are eligible to apply for lowinterest federal disaster loans
— Importantly, small businesses that have credit
available elsewhere are not eligible
— The loans are aimed to assist small businesses
suffering from “substantial economic injury” as a
result of the recent crisis

Disaster loans may
be used to pay for
the following:
— Fixed debt
— Payroll

— Accounts
payable
— Other bills that
cannot be paid
due to the
ongoing crisis

Loan Details
Loan Size:
up to $2,000,000

— Term: Up to 30 years, but decided on a case-bycase basis

Current
Interest Rate:

— Personal Guarantee: The SBA may require
personal guarantees for any portion of the loan
not guaranteed by the federal government.
See 13 C.F.R. 120.160(a).

— 3.75% (small
businesses)

— 2.75% (private
nonprofits)

— Once an applicant applies and is determined to
be eligible, a loan officer is assigned to the case
who will match the applicant with a qualifying
lender. Specific loan terms are provided on a
case-by-case basis

SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loans (“EIDL”)
— Businesses may also be eligible for an economic injury disaster
loan under the current SBA loan program (in existence prior to the
CARES Act).
— There are more restrictions on eligibility for these loans and they
have less favorable terms.
• The loans are available only to employers with 500 or fewer employees - the
PPP exception for food service businesses with multiple locations, each with
fewer than 500 employees, does not apply.
• “Affiliate” companies are aggregated with respect to the 500 employee
number.

• There is a revenue cap in addition to employee cap (varies by industry).

Difference in SBA EIDLs
— Personal guarantees or collateral may be required.
— There is no “forgiveness” for traditional EIDL loans.

— Calculation of loan amount is not tied to payroll (cap of
$2,000,000.00).
— A company may apply for both an EIDL loan and a PPP loan, so
long as the EIDL loan is not used for the same purpose as the PPP
loan.

Emergency SBA Grants
— Eligible borrowers may receive an
advance of up to $10,000 prior to
receiving the loan amount.

— The applicant is not required to repay
any of the amounts of the advance
even if the loan application is
ultimately denied.

Expanded Unemployment Benefits
The CARES Act expands unemployment
benefits in several important ways
— Increases the benefit that employees will receive;
— Extends the duration for employees to collect; and
— Expands benefits to individuals who would
otherwise not be entitled to collect unemployment
benefits.
• Typically, eligible employees can collect approximately
half of their wages for a maximum of 26 weeks subject to
caps that vary by state.

Pandemic Emergency
Unemployment Compensation
The law also extends the maximum duration of benefits by
13 weeks – that means in Massachusetts (as in most
states), employees will be able to collect for up to 39
weeks.

Federal Pandemic Unemployment
Compensation
An additional weekly $600 of Federal Pandemic
Unemployment Compensation will be provided to
individuals receiving unemployment benefits.
This additional benefit lasts up to four months
(July 31st).

Pandemic Unemployment Assistance
The CARES Act creates a program to provide regular
unemployment benefits plus the $600 payment to
individuals who are not traditionally eligible for
unemployment benefits, including:
— Independent contractors

— Employees who are partially employed
— Individuals seeking part-time employment
— Individuals without sufficient work history

— Individuals who otherwise would not qualify for unemployment
benefits (e.g., voluntary quit – more on that in a minute)

And are otherwise able to work and available to work except…

Pandemic Unemployment Assistance
Continued
— The individual has been diagnosed with
COVID-19 or is experiencing symptoms and
seeking a medical diagnosis;

— The individual is unable to work because a
health care provider has advised the individual
to self-quarantine due to COVID-19 concerns;

— A member of the individual’s household has
been diagnosed with COVID-19;

— The individual was scheduled to commence
employment and does not have a job or is
unable to reach the job as a direct result of
COVID-19;

— The individual is providing care for a family
member or household member who has been
diagnosed with COVID-19;
— The individual is the primary caregiver for a
child or other person in the household who is
unable to attend school or another facility as a
direct result of COVID-19;
— The individual is unable to reach the place of
employment because of a quarantine imposed
as a direct result of COVID-19;

— The individual has become the breadwinner or
major support for a household because the
head of household has died as a direct result
of COVID-19;
— The individual has to quit his or her job as
a direct result of COVID-19; or
— The individual’s place of employment is closed
as a direct result of COVID-19.
— Any additional criteria established by the DOL.

Emergency Family And Medical Leave
What is it?

As an employer, must I comply?

Leave for an employee who is unable to work
(or telework) due to a need to care for
children under 18 years of age, whose school
has closed or whose childcare provider is
unavailable, due to COVID-19 closures.

Private employers with fewer than 500
employees must comply.

Who can take this leave?
An employee who has been employed for at
least 30 days and who meets the above
criteria.

— Calculation at time employee’s leave is to
be taken

If I am a small business, can I be
exempt?
Maybe—If you have fewer than 50
employees and these requirements could
jeopardize the validity of the business.
Regulations are forthcoming.
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Emergency Family And Medical Leave
(cont’d)

Is the leave paid or unpaid?
— The first ten days of leave may consist of
unpaid leave. Employees may elect to
substitute accrued vacation, personal, or
other available leave during this time.
Employees can use Emergency Paid Sick
Leave also.
— After the first ten days, leave must be
paid.

How much will employees receive?
Not less than 2/3 regular rate of pay, per
employee, not to exceed $200/day (or
$10,000 in the aggregate)

How long will employees be
permitted to take leave?
Up to 12 workweeks total

Must I restore the employee to
his/her job following this leave?
It depends. If you have fewer than 25
employees, no, if very specific conditions
exist. Otherwise, job restoration is required.
Conditions are:
— Position does not exist anymore due to
economic conditions or other operational
changes due to COVID-19
— Employer makes reasonable efforts to
restore employee to equivalent position
— If an equivalent position is not available,
employer makes reasonable efforts for
one year to contact the employee if an
equivalent position becomes available
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Emergency Paid Sick Leave
What is it?
Leave for an employee who is
unable to work for the following
reason(s):
— Employee is subject to
quarantine/isolation order due to COVID19

— Employee has been advised by health
care provider to self-quarantine due to
COVID-19 related concerns

— Employee is caring for a child because of
school closure or childcare provider
unavailability due to COVID-19
• Note—this reason will also make
employee eligible for paid family leave

— The employee is experiencing any other
substantially similar condition as specified
by appropriate authorities

— Employee is experiencing COVID-19
symptoms and is seeking a diagnosis
— Employee is caring for an individual
subject to quarantine/isolation as noted
above
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Emergency Paid Sick Leave (cont’d)
Who can take this leave?

How much will employees receive?

Any employee working for an employer. There are
no accrual or length of employment requirements.

— For employees who are sick (or in
quarantine/isolation)—cap is $511 per day,
$5,110 in the aggregate, per employee. Benefit
is based on employee’s regular rate of pay.

As an employer, must I comply?
Private employers with fewer than 500 employees
must comply. Health Care Providers may be
exempt. Regulations forthcoming.

If I am a small business, can I be
exempt?
Yes. If you have fewer than 50 employees and the
requirements would jeopardize the business.
Regulations forthcoming.

— For employees who need leave for caregiving
purposes, the cap is $200 per day and $2,000 in
the aggregate. This is based on 2/3 rate of pay.

How long will employees be
permitted to take leave?

Is the leave paid or unpaid?

80 hours for full-time employees; pro-rated for parttime employees (i.e., number of hours PT
employees work in a two-week period on average).

The entire leave is paid. Employees may use this
leave first and an employer cannot require
employees to use other leave first.

Employers may not require employees to find
replacement(s) while using this leave and cannot
retaliate against employees.
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